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We discuss kinematical properties of a free relativistic particle with deformed phase space in which
momentum space is given by (a submanifold of) de Sitter space. We provide a detailed derivation
of the action, Hamiltonian structure and equations of motion for such free particle. We study the
action of deformed relativistic symmetries on the phase space and derive explicit formulas for the
action of the deformed Poincare´ group. Finally we provide a discussion on parametrization of the
particle worldlines stressing analogies and differences with ordinary relativistic kinematics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Field theories with curved momentum space have a long history which dates back to the early 60s when they were
studied as possible examples of divergence free theories [1]. The idea of curving momentum space had been actually
already introduced by Snyder in his classic paper on non-commutative space [2]. In the past decade the topic has
received a boost of new interest for different reasons. On one side certain classes of non-commutative field theories
covariant under deformed relativistic symmetries have been shown to posses Fourier transformed counterparts which
are functions of group-valued momenta. On the other hand “group field theories”, in the path integral approach, have
been studied as powerful tools to generate amplitudes in the spin foam approach to quantum gravity .
Interestingly enough group-valued momenta emerge even in more “canonical” settings namely when analyzing the
behaviour of a relativistic particle coupled to gravity. Indeed it is well known that the phase space of a standard
relativistic particle is geometrically described by the cotangent bundle of Minkowski spacetime. In this case the
cotangent bundle is just a product of Minkowski spacetime, the position space, and the dual of its tangent space, the
momentum space, which is again isomorphic to R4. In the case when gravity is present this simple picture becomes
more complex. First, gravity usually curves space, resulting in the fact that elements of momentum space become
non-commutative, with degree of non-commutativity provided by spacetime curvature. It turns out however that even
in the case when local degrees of freedom of gravity are not present and spacetime is flat gravity may still influence the
form of the phase space of the particle in a nontrivial way. This happens, for example, for gravity in 2+1 dimensions.
In this case it follows from Einstein equations that the Riemann tensor vanishes thus spacetime is flat [3], [4], [5]
and the only effect of gravity is in the possibility of non-trivial topology of the space-time manifold. If we however
couple 2+1 gravity to point particles the behaviour of the latter becomes highly nontrivial: one can show that taking
(topological) degrees of freedom of gravity into account results in effective relativistic particle kinematics with curved
momentum space, the picture somehow dual to the particle moving in curved spacetime (see e.g., [6] and [7] for a
recent compact review.).
In 3 + 1 dimensions the situation is much more complex, and only some partial results have been obtained so
far. First of all, contrary to 2 + 1 dimensions, four-dimensional gravity is not described by a topological field theory,
simply because it clearly possesses local degrees of freedom. However it is possible to formulate gravity as a constrained
topological field theory [8], [9], with well defined topological limit, in which the local degrees of freedom are switched
off and the spacetime becomes locally the flat Minkowski (in the vanishing cosmological constant limit) with its
standard group of spacetime symmetries. It is also possible to couple point particles to gravity formulated in this
guise [10], [11]. One expectes that when the topological limit is taken, the theory is going to exhibit the same kind of
phenomena as in 2+1 dimensional case: the particle action is deformed with the particle’s momentum space becoming
curved, the curvature provided by the mass scale of the theory, the Planck mass κ.
In this paper we will investigate properties of a relativistic particle, whose momentum space is the four-dimensional
de Sitter space of curvature κ, which, in terms of the standard coordinates on five dimensional Minkowski space PA,
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2A = 0, . . . , 4 is defined as a four-dimensional surface
− P 20 + P 21 + P 22 + P 23 + P 24 = κ2 . (1.1)
In what follows we will make use of the coordinates kµ, µ = 0, . . . , 3 on this space defined by
P0(k0,k) = κ sinh k0/κ+
k
2
2κ
ek0/κ ,
Pi(k0,k) = ki e
k0/κ , (1.2)
P4(k0,k) = κ coshk0/κ− k
2
2κ
ek0/κ .
It should be noticed that the coordinates k are not global and cover only a half of de Sitter space defined by the
inequality P0(k) + P4(k) > 0, which turns out to be a group manifold of the group AN(3). More details can be found
in [12]. As explained in [13] there are pathologies in the construction of theories if we do not restrict the momentum
manifold to AN(3) which we are going to do here.
The Casimir for Lorentz transformations acting on the first four coordinates (forming the SO(3, 1) subgroup of the
SO(4, 1) group that leaves the quadratic form (1.1) invariant) is given by
C = P 20 −P2 −m2 , (1.3)
and it follows from (1.2) that in k coordinates it has the form
Cκ ≡ 4κ2 sinh2
(
k0
2κ
)
− k2 ek0/κ = m2 . (1.4)
These are the prerequisites for our construction of the particle’s with de Sitter momentum space action which we
carry on in the next Section. After deriving the action we will briefly describe the construction of the phase space
and the Hamtonian analysis of the model. Then in Section III we turn to the description of the action of deformed
symmetries on the phase space and discuss the possible physical interpretation. Such a discussion, we hope, could be
of interest in view of recent debate concerning some alleged paradoxes [14]1, from which, as it is claimed, the whole
class theories with deformations provided by an observer-independent energy scale [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] [22] suffers.
We hope that the analysis presented in this paper will help to further clarify the issue of internal consistency of this
class of theories.
II. RELATIVISTIC PARTICLE WITH CURVED MOMENTUM SPACE
Let us turn to the construction of the action principle for a single free particle whose momentum space is half de
Sitter space covered by the coordinates (1.2) [23]. Noticing that de Sitter space is most simply described by equation
(1.1) it seems convenient to start our investigations in 5 dimensions and then reduce the model one dimension down.
Thus the lagrangian of a relativistic particle with de Sitter valued momenta should contain three terms: the standard
kinetic term L = X˙A PA, A = 0, . . . , 4 with dot denoting derivative over the evolution parameter τ , which makes the
unconstrained phase space of the model 5 + 5 dimensional, and two constraints: one forcing the momentum space to
be de Sitter
S ≡ PAPA − κ2 ≈ 0 , (2.1)
and the second enforcing the mass-shell conditions (1.3)
C ≡ PµPµ −m2 ≈ 0 . (2.2)
Note in passing that there is another natural candidate for the deformed mass-shell condition, namely P4 − m˜ ≈ 0,
m˜2 = κ2 +m2. Thus the action we start with has the form
S =
∫
dτ PA X˙
A + ΛS + λ C , X˙A = dX
A
dτ
. (2.3)
1 For discussion and rebuttal of these claims see the recent analysis reported in [15], [16].
3It follows that the Poisson brackets of the basic phase space variables XA and PA are canonical, i.e.,{
XA, PB
}
= δAB (2.4)
We will solve explicitly the S constraint to obtain the action in terms of the 4+4 phase space variables with momenta
belonging to the AN(3) group manifold. As a first step notice that since S is a first class constraint we must gauge
fix it, by adding to the model another constraint G whose Poisson bracket with S does not vanish
{S,G} 6= 0 . (2.5)
After imposing G we are dealing with a system with two second class constraints, which therefore describes 4 + 4-
dimensional phase space. It is convenient to parametrize this reduced phase space with variables xµ, kµ that have
vanishing Poisson bracket with the constraints
{xµ,S} = {xµ,G} ≈ 0 , (2.6)
{kµ,S} = {kµ,G} ≈ 0 , (2.7)
where the last equalities mean that the Poisson brackets are weakly zero, i.e., equal zero on the surface S = G = 0.
It follows that the Dirac brackets of these variables and arbitrary functions of them is equal to their original Poisson
bracket, because they differ just by terms proportional to the brackets (2.6), (2.7). One can interpret these equations
along with (2.5) as providing the parametrization of the original phase space in terms of (S,G, xµ, kµ) with the reduced
phase space of interest being defined by condition S = G = 0. In order to find the reduced action describing the
resulting dynamics of the system with curved momentum space we must choose the gauge fixing function G, find the
expressions for XA, PA in terms of the variables x
µ, kµ satisfying (2.6), (2.7) in such a way that both S(X,P ) and
G(X,P ), when expressed in terms of the new variables, are identically zero, and plug them back to the original action
(2.3).
The first step of the construction is therefore to choose the explicit form of the gauge fixing G. Here we must recall
that we are not interested in the whole de Sitter space as a space of momenta, but only in its AN(3) group submanifold
defined in addition to the condition S = 0 by the requirement P0+P4 > 0. Thus we have a natural choice for G if we
impose its Poisson bracket with S to be fixed by such condition, namely
{G,S} = P0 + P4 , (2.8)
which leads to the following expression
G = 1
2
(
X4 −X0)− T (2.9)
with T being an arbitrary number.
The momentum sector of the reduced phase space can be straightforwardly described by kµ given by the coordinates
on AN(3) given in (1.2). Indeed any function of the momenta PA has vanishing Poisson bracket with S; as for G it
has vanishing Poisson bracket with Pi, i = 1, 2, 3 and with P0 + P4 = κ e
k0/κ and thus with k0 which can be seen as
a function of P0 + P4.
The position part of the reduced phase space can be constructed as follows. Notice that de Sitter space has a
ten parameter group of symmetries, whose action is generated, through Poisson bracket by five dimensional Lorentz
transformations, with generators JAB =
1
κ (XA PB −XB PA), where we add the prefactor to make JAB dimensionless.
One easily checks that indeed
{JAB,S} = 0 . (2.10)
We can therefore define coordinates using linear combinations of JAB which leave G invariant. Since these combinations
must give us four coordinates x0, xi one of whose is a rotation scalar and the remaining three form a three vector we
choose
x0 ≡ J04 , xi ≡ J0i + J4i ≈ − 1
κ
(P0 + P4)X
i = −X i ek0/κ , (2.11)
which indeed both have weakly vanishing Poisson bracket with G. One finds (keeping in mind the changes in sign in
raiding and lowering indices)
{
x0, xi
}
=
1
κ
xi ,
{
xi, xj
}
= 0 , (2.12)
4i.e. the same algebra structure of the so called κ-Minkowski space [24].
To derive the reduced action it remains to plug the expressions for XA as functions of xµ and kµ along with (1.2)
into (2.3). One finds (disregarding the total derivatives and changing the sign)
Sred =
∫
dτ kµx˙
µ − 1
κ
ki x
i k˙0 + λ
(
Pµ(k)P
µ(k) +m2
)
(2.13)
We see that the deformation appears in two places: first we have the term 1κ ki x
i k˙0 which deforms the symplectic
structure, and second, we have to do with the deformed on-shell condition, enforced by the Lagrange multiplier λ,
Pµ(k)P
µ(k) +m2 = 0. In the following we will take2 λ = 1 remembering that we must add the on-shell condition to
the equations of motion. Varying Sred with respect to xµ we get the condition that momenta are conserved
k˙µ = 0 . (2.14)
Varying with respect to momenta we obtain relations between components of four velocity and momenta
x˙0 =
1
κ
ki x˙
i +
∂
∂k0
(Pµ(k)P
µ(k)) , x˙i =
∂
∂ki
(Pµ(k)P
µ(k)) . (2.15)
We will return to these equations in the following section.
A. Hamiltonian analysis
Let us now turn to the Hamiltonian analysis of the action Sred, (2.13). Let us denote by pµ the momenta associated
with position xµ and by Πµ the ones associated with kµ. By definition we have
pµ ≡ ∂L
∂x˙µ
= kµ , Π
i ≡ ∂L
∂k˙i
= 0 , Π0 ≡ ∂L
∂k˙0
= − 1
κ
ki x
i , (2.16)
and the Poisson brackets between such conjugate variables are by definition
{xµ, pν} = δµν , {kµ,Πν} = δνµ . (2.17)
All the conditions (2.16) are constraints, because there are no velocities on the right hand sides. The canonical
Hamiltonian reads
H ≡ pµ x˙µ +Πµ k˙µ − L = −λ
(
Pµ(k)P
µ(k) +m2
) ≈ 0 (2.18)
and is a constraint, as always in the case of the re-parametrization invariant systems. Eqn. (2.16) defines three sets
of constraints
ϕµ ≡ pµ − kµ ≈ 0 , Ψ ≡ Π0 + 1
κ
ki x
i ≈ 0 , Ψi ≡ Πi ≈ 0 ,
2 Notice that λ is a Lagrange multiplier that is needed first to enforce the on-shell condition, and second to make the action invariant
under τ local reparametrizations (one dimensional general coordinate transformations.) Indeed, if we take τ → τ ′ = f(τ) then assuming
that both x(τ) and k(τ) are scalars with respect to this transformation, the kinetic term in Sred is invariant. To make the mass-shell
term invariant as well we must assume that λ(τ) transforms so that dτ ′ λ′(τ ′) = dτ λ(τ) i.e.,
λ′(τ ′) =
(
df(τ)
dτ
)−1
λ(τ) ,
which means that λ is a one dimensional vielbein determinant. This means that we can always use this transformation to make λ
constant. Although one cannot make it equal 1 in general because the length of the interval∫ τ2
τ1
dτλ
is invariant, in what follows we will ignore this difficulty and use the gauge λ = 1.
5with the following non-vanishing Poisson brackets
{ϕ0,Ψ} = −1 ,
{
ϕi,Ψ
j
}
= −δji , {ϕi,Ψ} = −
1
κ
ki ,
{
Ψ,Ψi
}
=
1
κ
xi .
In order to calculate Dirac brackets we must form a matrix M from the brackets above and then to calculate its
inverse matrix, whose components (put in the order ϕ0, ϕi,Ψ,Ψ
i) are
M−1 =


0 1κ x
i 1 − 1κ ki
− 1κ xi 0 0 δji−1 0 0 0
1
κ ki −δji 0 0

 .
Then the non-vanishing Dirac bracket on reduced phase space with coordinates (xµ, kν) are
{
x0, xi
}
D
= −{x0, ϕ0}(M−1ϕ0,ϕj){ϕj , xi} = 1κ xi , (2.19)
{
x0, k0
}
D
= −{x0, ϕ0}(M−1ϕ0,Ψ) {Ψ, k0} = 1 , (2.20)
{
xi, kj
}
D
= −{xi, ϕk}(M−1ϕk,Ψl
){
Ψl, kj
}
= δij , (2.21)
{
x0, kj
}
D
= −{x0, ϕ0}(M−1ϕ0,Ψl
){
Ψl, kj
}
= − 1
κ
kj , (2.22)
with the other brackets being trivial, which is the desired classical counterpart of the κ-deformed phase space [25].
At this point it will be useful to pause for a moment to discuss the structures we have encountered so far from an
algebraic viewpoint. By construction the “momentum” variables {kµ} are coordinate functions on the group AN(3).
They are also generators of translations and as such can be viewed as a (trivial) Lie algebra with Lie bracket given by
their Poisson brackets. Being coordinate functions on the group AN(3) they have a natural non-abelian composition
rule which turns their space into a group. The space-time coordinates we chose above, due to their non-trivial Poisson
brackets, can be be seen as coordinate functions on such group. At the same time due to the “pairing” {xµ, kν}D = δµν
the co-ordinates {xµ} span the (non-trivial) Lie algebra dual the one of translation generators. In both cases the non-
trivial Poisson and Lie brackets are characteristic signature left by the curvature of momentum space on the “dual”
space spanned by the xµ.
III. SYMMETRIES AND NOETHER CHARGES
The action Sred, (2.13) is, by construction, invariant under action of deformed, infinitesimal, global spacetime
symmetries: translations and Lorentz transformations, which together form a ten-parameters algebra. Here we will
find an explicit form of such transformations and the associated Noether charges.
Consider first time translation generated by k0. Since k0 has a nontrivial bracket with x
0 only we find that
δx0 = a0 , δxi = 0 , δkµ = 0 . (3.1)
For an arbitrary spacial translation generated by ai ki we have instead
δx0 =
1
κ
ki a
i , δxi = ai , δkµ = 0 (3.2)
so the action will be invariant under the following transformations
δx0 = a0 +
1
κ
ki a
i , δxi = ai , δkµ = 0 . (3.3)
6To find Noether conserved charges associated with these transformations we use the usual trick: we first make
the parameters local, i.e., τ dependent and then read off the Noether charges Qtrans from the general expression3
δL = a˙µQµ. One checks that
Qtransµ = kµ , (3.4)
which are obviously time independent by virtue of equations of motion, (2.14).
Since the action Sred is manifestly invariant under space rotations it is straightforward to write down the infinitesimal
rotations with parameter θi
δxi = θj ǫ
ji
l x
l , δki = θj ǫ
j
i
l kl , δx
0 = δk0 = 0 . (3.5)
The associated Noether charges are just the components of angular momentum
M i = ǫij l x
l kj (3.6)
and again by using equations of motion (2.14), (2.15) one easily checks that they are conserved.
Let us finally turn to the invariance of the action Sred under infinitesimal boosts parametrized by ξi. To do that
we must first find the transformation rules for components of the momenta kµ. To this end it is sufficient to notice
that it follows from the form of the original action (2.3) that the spacetime components of the momenta P transform
under boosts as four-vectors, to wit
δξP0 = ξ
i Pi , δξPi = ξi P0 . (3.7)
Using this and the explicit expressions for P as functions of k (1.2) by straightforward calculation we find
δξki = ξi
[
κ
2
(
1− e−2k0/κ
)
+
k
2
2κ
]
− ki ξ · k
κ
, δξk0 = ξ · k , (3.8)
with ξ · k = ξi ki. Imposing invariance of the action Sred one finds that positions must transform like
δξx
i = −ξi x0 + 1
κ
xi ξ · k − 1
κ
ki ξ · x (3.9)
and
δξx
0 = −ξ · x+ 1
κ
x0 ξ · k + ξ · x
[
1
2
(
1− e−2k0/κ
)
+
~k2
2κ2
]
. (3.10)
The conserved charges associated with boosts are
Ni = −ki x0 − xi
[
κ
2
(
1− e−2k0/κ
)
+
~k2
2κ
]
. (3.11)
Notice that the transformation laws for positions (3.9) and (3.10) can be rewritten in the following simple form
δξx
i = −ξi x0 − 1
κ
ǫijkξj Mk (3.12)
and
δξx
0 = −ξ · x+ 1
κ
ξ ·N . (3.13)
It can be checked by explicit calculations that the charge (3.11) generates Lorentz transformations through Poisson
bracket.
3 The proof goes as follows. Let the infinitesimal transformation with parameter a leave the action S invariant, δS = 0. Let us denote by
φ(τ) collectively all variables of the model. Then
δS =
∫ τ2
τ1
dτ
(
∂L
∂φ
δφ+
∂L
∂φ˙
d
dτ
δφ
)
=
∫ τ2
τ1
dτ
d
dτ
(
∂L
∂φ˙
δφ
)
,
where in the last equality we use equations of motion. Since τ1 and τ2 are arbitrary, and δφ = af(φ) with some f and τ -independent
a, the Noether charge Q = ∂L
∂φ˙
f(φ) is time independent, i.e., conserved. But from inspection of the middle term in the formula above
it follows that if we allow a to be τ -dependent the only term containing a˙ is a˙ Q.
7IV. FINITE DEFORMED POINCARE´ TRANSFORMATIONS AND κ-POINCARE´ GROUP
In this section we address the problem of integration of infinitesimal Lorentz transformations derived in the previous
section. In this way we will find κ-Poincare´ group action4, which describes the finite transformations corresponding
to Poisson bracket representation of κ-Poincare´ algebra.
Let us start with Lorentz transformations of momenta. For simplicity we choose our coordinates in such a way
that the boosts acts along the first axis, ξi = (ξ, 0, 0). Instead of calculating the finite boosts kµ(ξ) directly it is more
convenient to start with the PA variables that transform as components of four-vector and a scalar. Thus we have
P0(ξ) = P
(0)
0 cosh ξ + P
(0)
1 sinh ξ , P1(ξ) = P
(0)
1 cosh ξ + P
(0)
0 sinh ξ , (4.1)
P2(ξ) = P
(0)
2 , P3(ξ) = P
(0)
3 , P4(ξ) = P
(0)
4 = κ
2 +m2 , (4.2)
where P
(0)
A denote the initial values of the components.
Using these equations and relations (1.2) one can calculate the expressions for kµ(ξ), which have been first obtained
in [20]. In what follows we will not need these explicit formulas.
Our main goal is to derive the action of finite boosts and translations on position variables. Let us start with
boosts. The transformation laws (3.12) and (3.13) can be rewritten as differential equations for ξ dependence
d
dξ
x0(ξ) = −x1(ξ) + 1
κ
N1(ξ)
d
dξ
x1(ξ) = −x0(ξ)
d
dξ
x2(ξ) =
1
κ
M3(ξ) ,
d
dξ
x3(ξ) = − 1
κ
M2(ξ) (4.3)
(4.4)
To solve these equations we must first find out what is the ξ dependence of the relevant components of rotation and
boost charges. Since the generator of boost is N1 from d/dξN1 ≡ {N1, N1} = 0 we see that N1 = n1 is just a constant.
Similarly, the first component of the rotation charge M1(ξ) = m1 is constant. As for the other components we have
the equations
d
dξ
M2(ξ) = −N3(ξ) , d
dξ
M3(ξ) = N2(ξ) ,
d
dξ
N2(ξ) = −M3(ξ) , d
dξ
N3(ξ) = M2(ξ) .
Denoting the initial values with lowercase letters we have
M2(ξ) = m2 cosh ξ + n3 sinh ξ
M3(ξ) = m3 cosh ξ − n2 sinh ξ
N2(ξ) = n2 cosh ξ −m3 sinh ξ
N3(ξ) = n3 cosh ξ +m2 sinh ξ.
(4.5)
Substituting these expressions to (4.3) we find
x0(ξ) = x0(0) cosh ξ + x1(0) sinh ξ − n1
κ
sinh ξ,
x1(ξ) = x0(0) sinh ξ + x1(0) cosh ξ − n1
κ
cosh ξ +
n1
κ
x2(ξ) = x2(0)− n2
κ
+
n2
κ
cosh ξ − m3
κ
sinh ξ
x3(ξ) = x3(0)− n3
κ
+
n3
κ
cosh ξ +
m2
κ
sinh ξ.
(4.6)
4 Quite unfortunately the name “κ-Poincare group” is being used sometime to denote the Hopf algebra dual to the κ-Poincare algebra
[26].
8Using (3) these equations can be rewritten in a simpler form, similar to the standard Lorentz transformations, to wit
x0(ξ) = x0(0) cosh ξ +
(
x1 − n1
κ
)
(0) sinh ξ,(
x1 − n1
κ
)
(ξ) = x0(0) sinh ξ +
(
x1 − n1
κ
)
(0) cosh ξ(
x2 − n2
κ
)
(ξ) =
(
x2 − n2
κ
)
(0)(
x3 − n3
κ
)
(ξ) =
(
x3 − n3
κ
)
(0) .
(4.7)
It follows that for a free particle with given values of boost charge ni the set of four numbers (x
0,X i), X i = xi−ni/κ
behaves as a set of components of a standard Lorentz four-vector. Notice also that with the help of (3.6) and (3.11)
we can express the ni and mi constants in terms of the initial positions and components of (conserved) momentum
k. It should be stressed that, contrary to the action of the standard Lorentz group, there is a nontrivial action in
transverse direction, which is suppressed by the deformation scale κ.
V. DISCUSSION
Let us now turn to the discussion of some consequences of the deformed Poincare´ transformations derived in the
preceding section. The problem we would like to address is the following question: suppose we have two free particles
whose worldlines cross for one observer, say Alice. Do they cross for another Lorentz boosted observer, Bob? This
problem have been discussed first (in a slightly different guise) in [27], and the argument of this paper has been
rebutted in [28]. Recently discussion on this issue has been sparked by the paper [14] and the extensive discussion of
this issue has appeared in the follow-up papers [16], [15], [29].
Suppose we use the κ-Minkowski coordinates x introduced above to parametrize events in spacetime, or in the
geometrical language, to provide coordinates. Then, as the calculation presented in the Appendix shows, if we
take two worldlines whose crossing point coordinates are (T,Xi) for Alice, for Lorentz boosted Bob, in general, the
coordinates of all points on the worldlines do not coincide. In other words it would seem that
while Alice sees the worldline cross, Bob does not.
Let us argue now that this conclusion (taken as a strong point in [14] and implicitly accepted in [16], [15], [29])
does not seem to be the correct description of the state of affairs.
The first thing that we would like to note is that in ordinary classical mechanics there are two equivalent ways
to describe the phase space of a free relativistic particle. The first more common approach is simply to take as the
configuration space the “range” space of the coordinates of a particle (Minkowski space) and define the (unreduced)
phase space as the cotangent bundle of such configuration space. The physical (on-shell) phase space will be given by
a six-dimensional sub-manifold of the unreduced phase space whose coordinates parametrize geodesics in Minkowski
space. For the alternative description one starts from an unreduced phase space given by the dual of the Poincare´
algebra. For a spinless free particle the physical phase space is then given by the six-dimensional submanifold defined
by the orbits of the Poincare´ group5 on such algebra (for details see e.g. [30] and references therein) defined by
hypersurfaces with vanishing Pauli-Lubanski vector and given mass. In this case the (physical) momenta are naturally
associated to the (linear) momenta and the physical positions are defined using the energy of the particle and the
boost charges xi = ni/p0 (for a pedagogical discussion see [31]).
In a deformed symmetry setting it is by no mean obvious (as the ongoing debate in the literature shows [14–16, 29])
what natural definition of the configuration space of a free relativistic particle one should adopt. Indeed there is
no a priori reason why one should pick the particular set of κ-Minkowski coordinates as “physical” coordinates of a
particle since (as discussed above) they just happen to describe a dual space to the translation sector of deformed
algebra of symmetry but have no other compelling role that makes them desirable candidates to describe a particle’s
wordline. Indeed since the equivalent of “picture one” above for the phase space is now missing it seems sensible
to resort to the second option and define a particle’s worldline using a combination of Poincare´ momenta. Looking
at the rules governing transformations of positions x under boosts (3.12), (3.13) one easily sees that the source
of the problems is the fact that positions belonging to different worldlines transform in different way because the
5 Such approach offers also the most general formulation of a relativistic particle’s phase space since encompasses the case of spinning
particle and naturally leads to a description of the quantized system and its coupling to gauge fields.
9outcome of transformation depends on the momentum that the particle carries. Intuitively we want to construct new
positions, linear combinations of x, such that their Lorentz transformations do not depend on momentum. Since the
boost generators have the standard Poisson bracket it is convenient to parametrize momentum with the help of Pµ
coordinates (1.2), which transform as components of a standard Lorentz vector. This is precisely what one would
expect following the more general description of phase space in terms of Poincare´ momenta as described above.
More concretely we characterize every worldline by six parametrs: the components of boost ni and a tangent
vector whose components can be identified with those of the momentum Pµ (notice that since the particles are on
shell the P0 component can be computed from P
2
0 −P 2i = m2. Thus the set of worldlines (physical phase space) is, as
expected, six dimensional. We can now use coordinates in such space to describe coordinates of events in spacetime.
Let us first define three dimensional space by mean of the phase space coordinates ζi = ni/P0 . Intuitively these
coordinates span the space slice at time ζ0 = 0. Now take a subset of worldlines which are characterized by Pi = 0,
P0 = M , which are just worldlines corresponding to particles at rest with respect to the origin. Now take any
worldline with ni = 0, i.e. that passes through the “origin” at the initial time. We can define a time coordinate ζ0 as
follows. Let at some event our worldline with ni = 0 cross the worldline of a static particle characterized by a given
nstati = Mζi. Then the time is given be the relation P0ζi + Piζ0 = 0, where ζi is known from the boost components
of the static particle. Clearly this procedure provides spacetime coordinates analogous to the standard ones, with
the usual special relativistic transformation rules. Thus at the classical one particle level the kinematics of particle
with group valued momenta can be described with usual special relativistic tools.
One may wonder where the deformation is gone if the particle kinematics is just that of special relativity? To answer
this question we must recall the discussion at the end of Section II. Even though classically a description in terms of
undeformed covariant coordinates is available the curvature of momentum space is still “hiding” in the dual space of
translation generators under the form of non-trivial brackets. Such non-trivial bracket is ultimately responsible 6 for
a series of non-symmetric behaviours of the space-time symmetry generators which affect quite crucially the definition
of particle, antiparticle and multi-particle states of the corresponding quantum theory [13, 34]. Thus the physical
effects of deformation seem to show up fully only in the quantum theory and it is a challenge for future studies7 to
establish what, if any, kind of physical effects of the deformation could be revealed at the classical level.
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Appendix: Non-locality in x coordinates
Following [16] we find it convenient to describe the worldline of a particle as a set of points in spacetime for which
the boost charge Ni is constant. Take X
i and T the coordinates of the point where the two wordlines cross (for Alice)
6 A non-trivial bracket on the dual algebra of translation generators corresponds to a non-vanishing “co-commutator” on the algebra of
translations which is nothing but the classical limit of the co-product which describes the (non-symmetric) action of symmetry generators
on quantum multiparticle states.
7 Along this line of thought another possibility to solve the non-locality puzzle can be contemplated (such option was also independently
considered by L. Smolin (private communication)). To see it one has to realize that in the construction above there is one impor-
tant hidden assumption. Namely we implicitly assumed that free particles worldlines are independent and that the Noether charges
corresponding to the multi-particles system are just a sum of the single-particle ones. Such assumption is very natural in the case of
special relativity. In the deformed case however the presence of the deformation parameter makes it possible to construct topological
interactions between particles, similar to those present, and well understood, in the case of 2+1 gravity (see e.g., [32], [33], [7] and
references therein). In this case the Noether charges of multi-particles systems are not just sums of the single-particles one, but instead
they correspond to the co-product structure of Hopf algebra of spacetime symmetries. We will not dwell on this possibility here leaving
the detailed discussion to future work.
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and denote t = x0. Then the spacetime points belonging to the particle worldline satisfy
ki (t(τ) − T ) + E (xi(τ) −Xi) = 0 , (A.1)
where
E ≡
[
κ
2
(
1− e−2k0/κ
)
+
k
2
2κ
]
. (A.2)
Since E = e−k0/κ P0 (cf. (1.2)), we see that for massless particles for which P0 = |P| the velocity is
v =
∣∣∣∣xi(τ) −Xit(τ) − T
∣∣∣∣ = |k|E = |P|P0 = 1 , (A.3)
(see [35] and [23].). Notice in passing that in terms of k and E the mass shell relation reads
E2 − k2 = m2 e−2k0/κ . (A.4)
Let us now turn to the non-locality issue raised in [14] and further discussed in [15] and [16]. Take two worldlines
of massless particles that cross, for an observer Alice, at the spacetime event with coordinates X i and T . Thus the
worldlines are described by the equations
k
(1)
i (t
(1)(τ)− T ) + E(1) (x(1)i (τ) −Xi) = 0 ,
k
(2)
i (t
(2)(τ)− T ) + E(2) (x(2)i (τ) −Xi) = 0 .
(A.5)
where E(1/2) = |k(1/2)| because both particles are massless by assumption, and it is clear that they cross at T , X .
These worldlines are seen by Bob as
k′
(1)
i (t
′(1)(τ) − T ′(1)) + E′(1) (x′(1)i (τ) −X ′(1)i ) = 0 ,
k′
(2)
i (t
′(2)(τ) − T ′(2)) + E′(2) (x′(2)i (τ) −X ′(2)i ) = 0 ,
(A.6)
and in general they do not cross, because the point T ′(1) 6= T ′(2), X ′(1)i 6= X ′(2)i as a result of the fact that the points
belonging to the two worldlines do not transform in the same way. To see this explicitly, let in the Alice’s frame
the coordinates of the crossing point be (T, ~X) = (0, X, 0, 0) and let the particle (1) moves along the second axis
k
(1) = (0, k(1), 0), while the particle (2) along the third k(2) = (0, 0, k(2)). The components of the boost and angular
momentum vectors for the particles are (since these are the conserved quantities i.e., independent of the worldline
point, it is sufficient to calculate them at the crossing point)
n
(1) = (|k(1)|X, k(1) T, 0) n(2) = (|k(2)|X, 0, k(2) T ) , (A.7)
m
(1) = (0, 0, k(1)X) m(2) = (0,−k(2)X, 0) . (A.8)
Writing the worldline equation as seen by Alice in the form
E(I)x
(I)
i + k
(I)
i t
(I) = n
(I)
i (A.9)
We find that in Bob’s boosted frame they have the form
E′(I)x′
(I)
i + k
′(I)
i t
′(I) = n′
(I)
i (A.10)
with (see (4.5)
n
′(1) = (|k(1)|X, k(1)(T cosh ξ −X sinh ξ), 0) , n′(2) = (|k(2)|X, 0, k(2)(T cosh ξ −X sinh ξ)) . (A.11)
We still need explicit expressions for transformed energy and momentum, which can be found straightforwardly using
the fact that the P0, Pi transform as components of a Lorentz four-vector (4.1), (4.2), to wit
E′ = κ
E cosh ξ + k1 sinh ξ
E cosh ξ + k1 sinh ξ + e−k0/κ
√
κ2 +m2
,
k′1 = κ
k1 cosh ξ + E sinh ξ
E cosh ξ + k1 sinh ξ + e−k0/κ
√
κ2 +m2
,
k′2/3 = κ
k2/3
E cosh ξ + k1 sinh ξ + e−k0/κ
√
κ2 +m2
,
(A.12)
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where on-shell, for massless particles
e−k0/κ = 1− |k|
κ
(A.13)
Substituting these into (A.10) and denoting
D =
|k|
κ
(cosh ξ − 1) + 1
we find that the worldlines in Bob’s frame take the form
t′(1) sinh ξ + x′(1) cosh ξ = XD(1) t′(2) sinh ξ + x′(2) cosh ξ = XD(2)
t′(1) + y′(1) cosh ξ = (T cosh ξ −X sinh ξ)D(1) y′(2) = 0 (A.14)
z′(1) = 0 t′(2) + z′(1) cosh ξ = (T cosh ξ −X sinh ξ)D(2) .
It is clear that if D(1) 6= D(2) i.e., if k(1) 6= k(2) the worldlines do not cross anymore.
For completeness consider now the case, in which the second particle moves along the first axis, towards the origin.
We have
~n(2) = (|k(2)|(X − T ), 0, 0) , ~m(2) = (0, 0, 0) (A.15)
and
~n′(2) = (|k(2)|(X − T ), 0, 0) (A.16)
so that
x′(2) − t′(2) = (X − T )
(
e−ξ +
|k(2)|
κ
(1− e−ξ)
)
, y′(2) = z′(2) = 0 . (A.17)
Again, for Bob, the worldlines are missing each other. It can be also shown directly that analogous result holds if
Bob is a translated observer.
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